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Central Saanich 
Climate Friendly Homes and Rebates

RETROFITTING YOUR HOME 
FOR COMFORT, ENERGY & BILL SAVINGS, AND A SMALLER ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT

September 21, 2019 2:00pm – 3:30pm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the Saanich Open House – Climate Friendly Homes Presentation. My name is Elena Dopfer – I work for City Green Solutions in Victoria. �Saanich has great goals. In this presentation I want to get into more detail how your home may contribute to Climate Change. What can you do to help battle climate change?What can you do to do your part in Saanich reaching their climate goals?But also:How can you make your home more comfortable, save energy, save GHGs, save money and get ready for the future?How can you get some money back for your energy upgrades? Where can you find assistance and information?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
enterprising energy efficiency non-profit organization in Victoria.We offer energy efficiency services and programs.Throughout the presentation I will introduce the CleanBC Energy Coaching Service which is one of the programs that City Green administers. This presentation, however, is part of City Green’s work on the Transition 2050 Residential Retrofit Acceleration Project. Transition 2050 brings a variety of municipal governments, utilities, organizations, industry and other stakeholders together to collaboratively seek to reaching low carbon tagets by leveraging expertise, training, tools, and practical solutions, as well as strategies. Therefore the District of Saanich kindly invited me today to talk about home retrofits, rebates, and resources. 



Agenda 
CLIMATE CHANGE AND YOUR HOME

HOW TO MAKE YOUR HOME ENERGY EFFICIENT

ENERGY UPGRADE REBATES

CLEANBC ENERGY COACH SERVICE – SUPPORT AND RESOURCES
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 100% RENEWABLE ENERGY COMMUNITY BY 
2050

 80% GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSION 
REDUCTIONS BY 2050

 PREPARE AND ADAPT FOR CLIMATE CHANGE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you heard, Saanich has big plans:Becoming a 100% renewable energy community by 2050Therefore the goal is to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions by 80% compared to 2007 levelsAnd prepare and adapt for climate change overall. E.g. by making homes in Saanich more energy efficient and resilient against climate changes’ impacts.This presentation will show you how you and your home can contribute!



“Energy efficiency isn’t
just about saving money”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy efficiency really is not just about saving money!It is for sure a nice side-effect, but really – saving money is not the only perk of having a more energy efficient home. Let me show you!



“You can help fight 

climate change by 

living in a healthier 

and more 

comfortable home!”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This picture is from a great brochure about heat pumps that Saanich has created. It shows the same home heated with oil, heated with natural gas and heated with a heat pump. This is based on real energy models. The differences are insane. You can basically be a climate change hero just by getting a better heating system for your home. By switching from your old, dirty, inefficient, and quite dangerous oil heating system to a heat pump you not only help reduce greenhouse gas emission drastically.By doing that you also help: Make your home more comfortableMake your home healthier for you and the environmentReduce your energy consumption and your heating bills



THAT’S 1 CAR 
YOU JUST TOOK 
OFF THE ROAD!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By replacing your oil furnace with a heat pump you just took 1.4 cars off the roads – per year!Everyone is super into electric vehicles, right?I am, too! No question. I mean for every electric vehicle you’re taking a convential car off the road – who wouldn’t like that?But an electric vehicle costs thousands and thousands of dollars. By replacing your old oil or gas furnace with a heat pump you do the exact same for a LOT less money. Let me tell you – a heat pump is the real Tesla. Source https://www.epa.gov/greenvehicles/greenhouse-gas-emissions-typical-passenger-vehicle



o Jurisdiction-wide building bylaw (eg. Step 1)

o Mandatory requirement for rezoning (eg. Step 3)

o Density Bonus Policy 

Many 
common household problems
are energy efficiency issues 

(or have energy efficiency solutions) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy efficiency is not only about money. It’s not only about your environmental footprint. Let’s see if some of these issues sounds familiar to some of you. 



Our house is 
too hot in summer  

Can’t sleep. TOO HOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A common problem. The kids can’t sleep, they get cranky, you get cranky…. What a summer!



Our house 
is too cold, 
too drafty, 

not comfortable

Why do we live in this country

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same spiel in the winter. That house is so darn cold. You wish you lived in Mexico. The floors are cold, there’s drafts standing at the window. Again…. Cranky winter. 



No escape from outside noise

I’m going to lose my mind…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maybe a less common issue but those old windows can drive you insane. 



Our basement is 
musty, dank, stinky…  

Don’t go down there

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who has not avoided going down in that cave because you don’t want to face that dinosaur oil furnace, that musty smell, that dank air. You just try not to face it!



We have condensation & 
mould on our windows

If I have to wipe the condensation off my window sill one more time….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Been there done that!Every morning!This is the absolutely most annoying thing in a home!



Our energy bills are too high

Dang…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well and then the classic!Especially when you’re cranky cause the floors are cold and it’s freezing outside. On top of that you almost lose it every time that bill comes in. Are you maybe heating the outsides because your home has poor insulation levels, holes like Swiss cheese and ancient windows?This is usually where we come to the realization…..



We want our home to 
be a better home

(part of the solution, not the problem)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to live in a home that’s part of the solution and not the problem. Owning a home is awesome – but if you want to stay sane, you need it to be comfortable and just a good home!All these issues have energy efficiency solutions!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
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“YOUR 
HOME 

WORKS 
AS A 

SYSTEM”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First thing you really need to know!:Your home is a system! All elements of a house, the environment, the envelope, the mechanical systems and the occupancy activity affect each other and more importantly affect the performance of the home! When you consider changing one thing you must consider them all!The trick is to understand the relationship of the elements. For example, reducing the air leakage / draftiness in your home provides more comfort to you and protects the building envelope from moisture damage, but it also increases the humidity levels inside the house since less water vapour can escape. This can mean an increase of condensation on windows. If a house is super airtight, now you need to improve ventilation. Another example is that you should address insulation, more efficient windows, draftproofing before you consider a new heating system. Because then the heating system doesn’t have to be sized that big. If you install it first and then do all the building envelope upgrades all of the sudden you have a brand-new but oversized heating system. The lesson here: change one component of the house and it will have an immediate effect on another component. Many small changes over time can affect the balance of the whole system. 



o Jurisdiction-wide building bylaw (eg. Step 1)

o Mandatory requirement for rezoning (eg. Step 3)

o Density Bonus Policy 

“Consider 
starting with 

an
EnerGuide

Home 
Evaluation”
www.betterhomesbc.ca/ea

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So before you get started with renovation plans, it is a good idea to understand how your specific home operates and what aspects of the home could be affected. This is where considering hiring an energy advisor to complete an EnerGuide home evaluation is a great idea. An EnerGuide home evaluation is neutral and very comprehensive service that was designed by Natural Resources Canada. An unbiased certified energy advisor assesses your whole home – insulation levels, heating and water heating system, windows, doors, airtightness etc. They talk to you about your renovation plans, issues you may experience with the home, rebates available. They will take all that into consideration when they work on the energy model of your home.You will receive a Renovation Upgrade Report with unbiased and tailored energy efficiency upgrade recommendations for your specific home, and a Homeowner Information Sheet that entails a lot of information on how your home operates and where it loses energy. This is where you learn about your home as a system. Let’s talk abot a few upgrades:



Energy Efficiency is…
Year-Round Comfort

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about heat pumps! They also help to make your home more comfortable. �Look at this guy! He live in a comfortable home. Warm in the winter, nice and cool in the summer. Sipping on his tea or mojito – depending. 



Insulation
Consumer  Benefits

 Consistent comfort

 Quieter home 

 Save money

 Climate friendly

 Reduced maintenance costs

& improved durability “Insulation is Sexy Stuff” B. Obama

REBATES UP 
TO $5,500

Presenter
Presentation Notes
InsulationConsistent comfort – Maintains more even temperatures throughout your home!Quieter home – reduces unwanted outdoor noise. Save money – Since your home keeps the heat in the winter and maintains the coolness in the summer your house has lower energy consumption – this results in lower utility bills. Climate friendly – Reduced heat loss means less energy needed to heat your home resulting in a smaller carbon footprint. Reduced maintenance cost & improved durability – Your home lasts longer due to reduced condensation. This helps to prevent rot, mold, and mildew. Address Air leakage before insulating Rebates



Efficient Windows
Consumer  Benefits

 Increased comfort

 Peace & quiet

 Protect your interior

 Increased home value

 Save energy & money

 Less/no condensation (with sufficient ventilation)   

REBATES UP TO 
$100 / WINDOW
MAX $3,000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increased comfort – Selecting appropriate windows can improve temperature regulation and heat retention in the home. That means keeping your cooler in the summer and warmer in the winter. Peach and quiet – Double or triple pane windows better insulate your home from outside noise. Protect your interior – Furniture, flooring and art is better protected from harmful UV radiationIncreased home value – Efficient, high quality windows improve the aesthetics and increase the value of your home. Insulation does too, but generally you can’t see it. Windows is the Tesla of the building envelope upgrades. Save energy and money – Lower your utility bills through energy savings. Less or no condenation if your home is ventilated well. 



Heat Pump Water Heater
Your Benefits

 Saves energy & money

 Reliability

 Smart controls

 The most climate friendly option

$1,000 
REBATE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Saves energy – Uses dramatically less energy than all other types of water heatersClimate friendly – Where hydroelectricity is available as in BC. Heat pump water heating systems provide a clean-energy alternative to natural gas that reduces your home water heating carbon footprint by over 95%.Reliability: Provides the same reliable hot water your are used to. Smart controls – You can adjust operating mode to find the setting that best meets your hot water needs. 



Heat Pumps
Your Benefits

 Year-round comfort

 Maximum efficiency & cost savings 

 Climate friendly

 Central or zonal heating

 Better indoor air quality

 Cooling option for summer
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REBATES UP 
TO $3,700

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heat pumps are great! There’s many reasons for it. They are first and foremost the most efficient heating system that exists. In BC the most common type of heat pumps are electric Air-Source Heat PumpsThey are so efficient because rather than burning a fossil fuel or taking electricity to turn it into heat, they extract heat from outside air and transfer it to the inside and pump it up to a higher level. The heat pump transfers a refrigerant substance that will absorb heat from the outside. It is then compressed and gets very hot. It releases the heat to the inside of the home. The outside air doesn’t have to be hot. Heat pumps still function in even extremely low temperatures such as -15 degrees. The great thing is that this cycle can be reversed and the heat pump is used for air conditioning. So basically a heat pump works exactly like your fridge at home. We distinguish between a central system heat pump which have ductwork throughout the whole house just like a furnace. And then we have mini-split ductless heat pumps that do not require ductwork throughout the house. They are a great upgrade for homes that only have electric baseboards. The benefits:You can use your heat pump for cooling and heating – as our summers get hotter and hotter this means year-round comfort!It is the most efficient heating system that exists. Electric baseboards and furnaces are considered to be 100% efficient, that means they turn 100% of the electricity into heat. Heat pumps however have efficiencies of 300-400%. They are much more efficient than electric baseboards. They will save energy and heating bills!Currently there is great rebates!



o Jurisdiction-wide building bylaw (eg. Step 1)

o Mandatory requirement for rezoning (eg. Step 3)

o Density Bonus Policy CLEANBC BETTER HOMES AND HOME 
RENOVATION REBATE PROGRAM 

Rebates for your energy efficiency upgrades!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have talked about all these great upgrades that you can do to improve the efficiency, the comfort, the GHG footprint and the energy bills of your home. Since none of these upgrades are cheap, I want to talk about rebates available to make your homes better and fitter for the future!The biggest rebate program for energy efficiency upgrades in BC is called “CleanBC Better Homes and Home Renovation Rebate Prorgam” – I know it’s a mouthful. 



o Jurisdiction-wide building bylaw (eg. Step 1)

o Mandatory requirement for rezoning (eg. Step 3)

o Density Bonus Policy 

CLEANBC BETTER HOMES AND HOME RENOVATION REBATE PROGRAM 

 FUNDED BY FEDERAL & PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT, BC HYDRO & FORTISBC
 ADMINISTERED BY BC HYDRO & FORTISBC

 SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED, SIDE-BY-SIDE ROW- & TOWNHOMES, DUPLEXES
X MULTI-UNIT RESDENTIAL HOMES, STACKED TOWNHOMES, CONDO BUILDINGS 

ARE NOT ELIGIBLE

 PRIMARY HEATING SYSTEM IS ELECTRICITY, NATURAL GAS, PROPANE, OIL
X HOMES PRIMARILY HEATED WITH WOOD ARE NOT ELIGIBLE

 UPGRADES MUST BE INSTALLED BY LICENSED CONTRACTOR  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This program is funded by the provincial and federal government and the utilities. It’s administered by BC Hydro and FortisBC. It’s in alignment with CleanBC – BC’s new climate strategy. They all incentivize upgrades that result in GHG savings. It’s available for single-family-homes, side-by-side homes and townhomes, duplexes. Multi-unit residential buildings, stacked townhomes and bigger condo-buildings are not eligible for the program. The primary heating system of the home must be either electric, natural gas, propane, or oil in order to participate. Homes that are primarily heated with wood are not eligible for the program. Important to note, is that rebates are only paid out for people who work with a professional. That is a contractor with a valid BC business license related to the field of work. Let’s dive into what’s available, shall we?



REBATES FOR INSULATION

UPGRADE CATEGORY UPGRADE TYPE TECHNICAL DETAILS SPONSOR REBATE

INSULATION

ATTIC $0.02 x R-VALUE x SQUARE FEET 
(MINIMUM R12) UP TO $900

BASEMENT / 
CRAWLSPACE

$0.09 x R-VALUE x SQUARE FEET
(MINIMUM R10) UP TO $1,200

EXTERIOR WALL / 
CAVITY

$0.09 x R-VALUE x SQUARE FEET
(MINIMUM R12) UP TO $1,200

EXTERIOR WALL 
SHEATHING

$0.09 x R-VALUE x SQUARE FEET
(MINIMUM R3.8) UP TO $1,200

OTHER $0.07 x R-VALUE x SQUARE FEET
(MINIMUM R20) UP TO $1,000

Presenter
Presentation Notes




REBATES FOR WINDOWS & DOORS

UPGRADE CATEGORY UPGRADE TYPE TECHNICAL DETAILS SPONSOR REBATE

WINDOWS / DOORS

TIER 2 PRODUCT
ENERGY STAR CERTIFIED

U-FACTOR OF ≤1.22 W/m2-K
MAXIMUM 20 PRODUCTS

$100 EACH
($2,000 MAX)

TIER 1 PRODUCT
ENERGY STAR CERTIFIED

U-FACTOR OF 1.40-1.23 W/m2-K
MAXIMUM 20 PRODUCTS

$50 EACH
($1,000 MAX)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasize U-Factor!Max Rebates 



REBATES FOR GAS HEATING SYSTEMS

UPGRADE CATEGORY UPGRADE TYPE TECHNICAL DETAILS SPONSOR REBATE

NATURAL GAS 
HEATING

NATURAL GAS 
FURNACE 

HIGH EFFICIENCY 
≥97% AFUE $700

NATURAL GAS
FURNACE

HIGH EFFICIENCY 
95-96.9% AFUE $500

NATURAL GAS BOILER HIGH EFFICIENCY 
≥94% AFUE $1,000

NATURAL GAS BOILER 
SPACE & WATER 

COMBO

HIGH EFFICIENCY ENERGY STAR OR P9 
CERTIFIED SYSTEM $1,200

NATURAL GAS 
FIREPLACE ENERCHOICE FIREPLACE $300

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention Income-Qualified Rebates



RENEWABLE NATURAL GAS (RNG)

= METHANE CAPTURED FROM RENEWABLE SOURCES 

 CLIMATE-FRIENDLY ALTERNATIVE TO CONVENTIONAL NATURAL GAS
 CHOOSE BETWEEN 5, 10, 25, 50 OR 100% BLEND

 NO UPGRADES TO YOUR HOME NECESSARY

 CAPITAL REGIONAL DISTRICT CONSIDERING RNG FACILITY

Source: www.FortisBC.com/RNG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since we are talking about rebates for natural gas heating systems: Natural gas is still quite greenhouse-gas intensive! Some of you may want to or have to stick to their natural gas heating system for one reason or another but would still like to decrease their carbon footprint. For those, I would like to quickly talk about FortisBC Renewable Natural Gas. Renewable natural gas is methane that is captured from renewable sources such as agricultural waste, residential organics, wastewater treatment plants or landfills and cleaned up to be injected into FortisBC's existing pipeline system. FortisBC has a really great video on their website that explains how renewable natural gas is made. �For homes that are currently on natural gas, you can purchase renewable natural gas directly from Fortis BC          You can choose to designate 5, 10, 25, 50 or 100% of your natural gas usage as renewable and the additional cost is $7 per GJ. �            A 100% blend would bring your home's carbon footprint down to nearly 0 �	It  costs more than the current natural gas rate but is currently cheaper than electricity rates. �No upgrades to your home are necessary, since the renewable natural gas is on the same pipeline as conventional natural gas�The Capital Regional District is currently considering the development of an RNG facility that would capture landfill gas, and possibly organics and wastewater sources



REBATES FOR HEAT PUMPS

UPGRADE CATEGORY UPGRADE TYPE TECHNICAL DETAILS SPONSOR REBATE

SWITCH FROM GAS, 
PROPANE OR OIL TO 

ELECTRICITY

MINI-SPLIT OR MULTI-SPLIT 
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

VARIABLE SPEED
HSPF ≥ 9.30, SEER ≥ 16

$3,000 +
$350 municipal top-up

CENTRAL DUCTED “TIER 2”
$3,000 +

$350 municipal top-up

CENTRAL DUCTED “TIER 1” HIGH EFFICIENCY 
HSPF ≥ 8.50, SEER  ≥ 15

$1,200 +
$350 municipal top-up

UPGRADE YOUR 
ELECTRIC HEATING

MINI-SPLIT
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

VARIABLE SPEED
HSPF ≥ 10.00, SEER ≥ 18.00 $1,000

MULTI-SPLIT HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
VARIABLE SPEED

HSPF ≥ 9.30, SEER ≥ 16

$1,000

$2,000CENTRAL DUCTED “TIER 2”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most incentivized upgrade!!!! Reduce your Rebates depend on what you are converting from and the efficiency of the system. Central Saanich & CRD top-ups!Oil Heating System must be removed! Option to keep gas furnace as back-up heating system – but more requirements!



BONUS REBATES

UPGRADE CATEGORY UPGRADE TYPE TECHNICAL DETAILS SPONSOR REBATE

BONUS OFFERS

TWO UPGRADE BONUS – Install two upgrades within 
18 months $300

HOME ENERGY IMPROVEMENT BONUS – Complete 
a pre- and post-EnerGuide home evaluation and 
install three upgrades within 18 months

Up to $2,000

EnerGuide HOME EVALUTION REBATE – Complete a 
pre- and post-retrofit EnerGuide home evaluation 
within 18 months

$300

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EnerGuide home evaluation



o Jurisdiction-wide building bylaw (eg. Step 1)

o Mandatory requirement for rezoning (eg. Step 3)

o Density Bonus Policy INCOME QUALIFIED OFFERS

Free income-based products & services… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we covered the main rebates for energy efficiency upgrades. I would still like to talk about a special program which is based on yearly household income. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy Efficiency Upgrades, EnerGuide home evaluations, rebates, SEER ratings, U-Factors… This is a lot of information, I know!How are you supposed to navigate that? How are you supposed to remember all this information? Not too long ago there was not much help. Every website seemed to have different information and it was quite the jungle! The good news is – there is help. What was previously called the EfficiencyBC Program is now called the CleanBC Better Homes Program. It is a government-funded program and THE information hub for energy efificiency upgrades, rebates, evaluations in BC. Core of the Program is the Energy Coaching Service that you can contact from Monday to Friday 9am to 5pm by phone and email to ask your questions about rebates, upgrades, and where to get started. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what the website looks like. There is resources for existing home renovations and new home construction. Centre piece is the rebate search tool up top. 



CLEANBC – ENERGY COACHING

SELF – SERVE ONLINE RESOURCES

• Incentives, Rebates and Financing Search Tool
• Resources to Learn about Energy Efficiency Products 

and Services
• Frequently Asked Questions

ENERGY COACHING SUPPORT 

• Website: www.betterhomesbc.ca
• Phone: 1.844.881.9790
• Email: ask@betterhomesbc.ca



REBATE SEARCH TOOL



SELF SERVE 
RESOURCES:

ENERGY UPGRADES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What the product isHow it worksThe benefitsCostsOther commonly asked questions 



FREQUENTLY 
ASKED 

QUESTIONS 



QUESTIONS/CONTACT 

www.betterhomesbc.ca
1.844.881.9790

ask@betterhomesbc.ca



40City Green Solutions

QUESTIONS/CONTACT INFO:

elena.dopfer@citygreen.ca
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